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— Editor’s Note —
“If there is one ‘constant’ in the structure and theme of the wonder tale, it is transformation.”
“...fairy tales measure to what extent we are losing the struggle against alienation and exploitation.”
- Jack Zipes
Whether or not you agree with those Zipes quotes above (Jack Zipes is a fairytale scholar and the author of
numerous yummy books on the subject, if you were wondering), let’s take a moment to run with them: If
fairytales revolve around transformation, then the “wonder” we feel in reading them comes from questions
of cause and effect that the writers of so many such tales gloss over or omit. Therein lies the second Zipes
quote—if a society’s standard fairytales reveal the progress of their struggle for justice, then the reveal
depends on questioning the causes and effects of the depicted transformation. Exactly who or what was
transformed—what were they to begin with, and what did they become? Who or what caused the transformation, and why? Who does the transformation benefit, and who does it leave to suffer? And, lest we forget
our lives off the page, how might the transformation affect our own narrative and the stories we tell each
other? Consider this: fairytales begin in and return to the collective storytelling of the people - folktales. They
are bits of folklore plucked up from the people and tied up in a bow by individual writers, Walt Disneys and
editors, all of whom have particular scruples in mind. When we consume fairytales, we necessarily consume
the scruples embedded in them, and so often under the pretense of a harmless, magical story. But we are
what we eat, and the proof is in the ever-changing content of our folklore—our campfire stories, urban
legends, tall tales and even small-town rumors. These are the fears, expectations, and long-shot dreams we
share with each other casually, and at work in their shadows are the imps, fairytales godmothers, genies and
talking beasts of our favorite childhood tales.
So, dearest intrepid reader—as you explore this collection of new and reimagined fairytales and
folklore, do take pleasure in the wonder. But stay cautious; don’t be afraid to turn your wonder into questions
that need answering. The tales here may seem like innocent fantasies, but they’re playing with a fire that’s
as real as you. In Ani King’s original folktale, “Dogman’s Daughter”, an eerie Prince Charming wears out
his welcome with the rural, working-class community he visits once every seven years. In “The Journey of
Lonely Heart”, Liz Kellebrew uses a cityslicker setting to parody the old fairytale search for those Prince
Charmings. Heather Madden joins voices with Remedios Varo ’s paintings, Les feuilles mortes and Exploration of the Sources of the Orinoco River, to utter the transformations of women within patriarchy. Monique
Quintana reverses the roles of that classic fable, The Three Little Pigs, to rattling, socially trenchant effect in
“Little Pigs”; and Rebecca Harrison’s tale, “The Window Harvester”, speaks in the voice of a new figure for
the lore, one born from modern market society’s intensified alienation of folks living rough. Simeon Berry’s
poems, “Tile” and “Prep”, bear witness to a mother pitting Biblical lore against modern realities. Julia Story,
too, asks us to wonder at contemporary life—through a tale of last moments amidst preoccupied consumption in “Julie the Astonishing”, and, in “Monstress”, through the foreboding voice of a creature you might
recognize.
And a tip to remember out there: “Once upon a time” is just a sly way of saying, “Right now, at this very
moment...”

- Desmond Peeples
P.S. Mount Island happens to be starting a transformation of its own. Following the release of this issue, we’ll
be setting out to turn this little lit mag into a full-blown arts collective. The magazine will be reshaped for
more in-depth, paid features of its contributors, and it will work in collaboration with several uniquely developed projects: an expanded music branch, a full visual arts branch, a critical arts praxis group, a young
writers workshop, and a community economics trading network. The journey will be perilous, but, with
enough elbow grease, it just might be the stuff of wonder.
When Mount Island emerges from this process it’ll be a whole new beast, so in this issue we’ve included an
appendix with a grateful list of all our past contributors, the collective-to-be’s mission statement, and contact
information for those who’d like to learn more about this transition.
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Little Pigs
Monique Quintana

Let us in, let us in, said the three little pigs in a very loud voice. The wolf
jumped up because he was trying to take a nap at the time.
Daddy, that’s not the way the story goes.
Shush, stop interrupting me. Dang, you’re just like your mom.
Seth walked over to his daughter’s bed and pulled the covers around
her tight. Her long black hair spilled over the sheets, wet and clean from her
nighttime bath.
There, so you’ll stay still and listen.
Daddy, you’re making me feel like a cocoon. I can’t breathe.
The wolf had been working all day at the car repair, and his paws and
everything were all dirty from tire grease and car insides and such and such. He
was trying to sleep on his couch without getting it too dirty, so when the pigs
came knocking on his door he jumped up like it was apocalypto.
What’s apocalypto?
The end of the world.
Why was he so scared?
It always feels like that when there’s a knock on the door. That’s how it
is where he’s from. The wolf jumped up, and looked out the peephole and saw
the three little pigs standing there looking all official. He thought it was weird
because pigs always come in twos, but this time there were three. They were all
wearing aviators so he couldn’t see their eyes.
What are aviators?
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Sunglasses. They’re sunglasses. I thought you wanted me to tell you a
story.
I wanted one with a princess in it. Or a dinosaur.
There are no dinosaurs in these kinds of stories.
Then why are there pigs and bears?
So, the wolf didn’t want to open the door, and he waited for the little
pigs to go away but they just wouldn’t. Let us in, they said. Let us in, they said
in their loudest voices. The wolf looked out his peephole again, and saw them
still standing there, so he finally decided to open the door. Wolf, the main pig
asked, Where have you been all day? The wolf looked at the pigs through his
screen door and said, I don’t think I have to tell you that. Why are you asking
me? Now the main pig said, One of your neighbors saw you sneaking around
their car this morning, and now some things have gone missing. Since when do
you care about all the wolves that live around here? the wolf said. You need to
let us in, said the second pig. The main pig pushed his hoof on the screen door,
and the pigs and the wolf went back and forth pushing, the pigs squealing and
the wolf growling, but try as he might, the wolf could not keep the three little
pigs from coming in his pad. You can’t just bust in like this, the wolf said as he
scooped dirty dishes off his table. The pigs split in three different ways. One to
the kitchen, one to the bathroom, and one to the bedroom. There’s nothing
here, you’re not going to find nothing here, the wolf told the main pig, who
was looking through his kitchen cupboards and throwing things out left, right,
and sideways. The other two pigs had come out and were standing in the living
room, shaking their heads, with their hooves on their hips. You’re not going to
find anything, the wolf said, You pigs aren’t going to find anything here. What
did you say? said the main pig, What did you call us? So the wolf said, You
pigs aren’t going to find anything here, and the main pig socked the wolf in
his mouth, making it bleed, and the wolf said, You can blow this whole house
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down and you still won’t find anything, and the main pig squealed in laughter
and said, This isn’t a house, it’s an apartment, you stupid stupid wolf.
Daddy, dad, I don’t like how this story goes. Can you tell me another?
Another one? Let’s think of another one.

3

Tile
Simeon Berry

Dad brings me to his
nocturnal meeting
in the church basement
Mom’s hysterical
Paranoid
over her jellos
laid out with weird things
Vesicles Vacuoles
Mitochondria
The spaces in cells
Miss Raylene says
are only smaller reflections
of the larger ones
in ourselves and dwarf stars
Mom thinks God’s mad
about the graveyard
on the moon
being vandalized
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Dad knows we should get
out of the house
Though I don’t like you to see me
being this honest
It’s shameful
Not right
for a three-quarter person like me
He brushes
the safety-pinned sleeve
like an epaulet
The circled chairs are full
The males murmuring
almost nothing
All dashes and commas
Neighbors with termites
Stigmata on their tractors
Dad turns out
of shadow
Grimaces
at his un-arm
I hope some seraphim’s
beating down
a devil with it
Better than I ever was
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with it in life
Good for nothing but
grasping spirits
and being
awkward around others
He puts his good hand in his
back pocket
and I think of Mom
wringing out proofs and numbers
from the Bible
like dishwater from a rag
the way
You’d strip a mudbug
For parts
For its armor
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Prep
Simeon Berry

Mom’s cooking
sounds like cosmic noise
I bury my face in the nape of her neck
from behind as she minces onion
Mom Jay won’t
be coming around anymore
She pushes the flat of the blade
across the board
like a needle on a record
Is that bad Dear
I jump up on the clean spot of the counter
I don’t know
She blows the hair out of her face
Well Look at what Ruth said to Naomi
Entreat me not to leave thee
or to return from following after thee
for whither thou goest
I will go
7
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and where thou lodgest
I will lodge
Thy people shall be my people
and thy God my God
I watch her concentrate on the knife
What was her deal
She incises
a white polyp of garlic
Some say Ruth was acting out of grief
Not wanting to be alone and widowed
Some say otherwise
I look out the window
at the objectless horizon
The dessicated corn stalks
The half-empty silos pinging like radar
in the snow
What do you say
She sighs
You know this Book has answers
Even its refusals
have answers
Shall the lightning not call to the whale
8
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And the gulfs whelm the emerald
that has brought thee to me
Even across aeons of strange stars
and the cattle dead in the fields
She takes my hand
My prints sticking to hers
like in those crime shows
My gift to you from this
is Ruth’s silence
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Dogman’s Daughter
Ani King

Everyone knows that Dogman comes out of the woods every seven years, on
the seventh day of the seventh month, all well-groomed and handsome. He
swaggers out slow to sit down at the Olde’s heavy wooden bar and drink whisky
before getting up to dancing with whatever women catch his eye.
This summer’s no different from any other Dogman summer. He
comes out of the ferns and pines and he smells like the dark earth and green
leaves, or so the women say. And if you’re a woman he gets up to dancing with,
his hands burn through your halter top and you feel dizzy as hell like you’ve
been spun about on a merry-go-round. You appreciate the little old-fashioned
bow he makes, as if he’s asking a question without knowing the answer is yes.
As if you might still say no. When this all ends you’ll find that he makes an
unfair yardstick to measure your other prospects against.
And maybe you’re the girl he’s dancing with when Louise Berriman
comes huffing into the bar at noon, her three foster kids in tow, shouting about
some girl they found tied up at the edge of the woods. Danny Ballard, her
oldest, looks as excited as any of us have seen him about anything that isn’t
breaking into cars or picking fights.
“Good Lord,” Louise says. “She was tied up like a damn dog, to a
tree!” She has the good sense not to look at Dogman directly as he sways with
you (or Robin Torres, or Melanie McDonald) to Patsy Cline’s “Crazy”, but
that doesn’t stop anyone else. So of course he has to say something to her,
something like, “I remember you, Louise Berriman, from a few years ago now
it must be.” And he might not say it to make her blush, but damn does she turn
pink. The kids hanging back behind her look a lot more interested in her than
they maybe ever have.
Everyone knows the local girls get up to all sorts of preparation on the
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seventh day of the seventh month of every seventh year. They trek on down to
the Olde in their highest heels and shortest skirts, but we’re not judging much
for it. This is a shit town with shit men. Might as well get up to some fun before you settle down with whatever boy you’re going to end up having babies
with while you work at K-Mart or the plastics factory. Inevitably you’ll end
dying, unsatisfied, in the same town you were born in. Up until that end you’ll
be here, sitting at this bar; teetering on your stool, talking about all the things
you didn’t get to do. Swimming the ocean, meeting new people. Oh sure, you
might move to some other little hole in Tortenet County, but it won’t be different enough to matter. Could we blame Louise if she let Dogman take her in his
arms and swing her around?
“Hello,” Louise says, but she doesn’t look him in the eye, and that’s
unusual for her. The woman loves confrontation, particularly in the name of
the Lord. And I promise you we’ll all be eyeballing her Jeremy for similarities
to our local legend when the boy comes back from Michigan State for Thanksgiving. But for now, we want to know about the girl tied up at the edge of
Dogman’s woods.
“What’s this about a girl?” someone asks. Maybe it’s you, since you’re
not really much more than a girl yourself. Oh, say twenty-three, which is older
and younger than you think it is. Or maybe it’s Albie Flockett, the postman
just coming in to deliver the bills to the counter and be rewarded with a stiff
drink before he goes back into the July sun. Doesn’t matter. We’re all thinking
it. What about the girl?
“She’s one of Dogman’s kids!” Danny yells. “Sheriff Marcheaux had
to turn the hose on her. Louise said so.” The two little girls next to the floppy-haired, baggy-jeaned teenager look scared, but they don’t say anything.
“Son, I don’t know what you’re talking about,” Dogman says, in that
low voice, with his hands like he’s the one approaching a dangerous beast. Not
entirely sure how he moved so close so quickly without us noticing, but he’s not
more than a couple feet away from Louise and the boy.
“I ain’t your son, and don’t you touch me,” Danny says, but he looks
excited. Sounds excited at the chance to get down with Dogman. No one’s
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surprised. The boy’s one of our own here—his mom tended the bar the whole
time she was pregnant before she got herself sent downstate for hard time, but
no harder than she’d already had. The thing is our own ain’t usually so bright.
“You might be. You look like one of mine.” There’s no threat in it but
affiliation, but that’s all it takes for Danny to shut his mouth and let Louise rush
in, courage bolstered again.
“The girl can’t even speak, she can’t use the toilet,” Louise imparts.
That smile on her face is enough to tell you this is the best gossip she’s ever
had. Take some advice? Steer clear of Louise Berriman if you have any secrets.
“Poor little lamb was naked.” And here she looks at Dogman, right in the eye,
but so do a lot of us. We don’t mind that he comes to town and fucks our women and drinks our beer and beats at pool, but we goddamn have to draw the
line if he’s out there tying up naked girls and doing who knows what else.
“I don’t know anything about a naked girl tied up to any tree,” says
Dogman. “I think a lot of you,” and he looks right at Louise, “know that’s not
where my interests lie.” And of course the temperature of the room rises, and
we all seem to agree that yeah, we know he likes warm and willing. But what if
there are secrets out there in the dark that we’ll never see?
Everyone knows Dogman might start the summer out clean-shaven
and trimmed up, with the brim of his hat pulled low and his teeth tucked in;
but by the end there’s the wildness growling behind all those smiles.
Sometimes a drunk man’ll offer Dogman a dance with his wife, and
you can see she doesn’t really want to be the excuse her man uses to pick a fight
and prove himself. Dogman’ll decline, politely of course, but you can sense the
bite in him. He’ll walk away, shake his head like he’s trying to shake off fleas,
and then circle back to Jim Drury or Karl Falger, or some middle-aged, unhappy, bored townie that ain’t got nothing left to aim for but a bit part in Dogman’s
story.
If it’s the end of the season and Dogman’s grown restless, you can hear
the snarl and snap before he draws back his fist and the other man falls. If it’s
still early, he might yet walk away. Thing is, you have to remember Dogman re12
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ally isn’t like the rest of us. He might like local microbrews and he might laugh
at our jokes, but Dogman’s been eating people out in the woods for longer than
Wilknawodzie’s been a town here. Dogman’s got a belly full of blood and teeth
cut on the bones of tourists, so it don’t matter how nice, what a good boy he
might seem like.
When Dogman scents the mistrust in the room he slams out of the bar
into the bright light and leaves us a little blinded. Maybe you (or Anna Carter)
clip-clop out behind him, big cotton purse slapping against your denim-skirted
ass. Maybe you take him home with you even though you’re not as sure about
it as you were before Louise showed up. But by tomorrow everyone will know
about the girl, and Dogman will have to appear at the Sheriff’s Department
first thing to “have a chat” about some of the evidence collected from her. His
shirt’ll be untucked and his hair matted on one side with leaves in it like he
spent the night curled up on the ground.
Doesn’t take long before Dogman’s drinks ain’t free. And his hotel
room’s not available any longer. And the only women who might still take a
tumble are the ones who exchange email with the guys in max at the prison up
over the bridge. You certainly know to keep your distance; you have to live here
after all. Dogman goes back into the woods, and the girl, Mary Potter, goes to
Louise for foster care.
Even after Sheriff Marcheaux assures us that Dogman has been
cleared of all wrongdoing, we keep speculating. “The DNA evidence doesn’t
match,” he says, but it’s too late. We have to wonder if sure, she isn’t some girl
he dragged out to the woods or tied up to have his way with, but maybe Danny
Ballard was right. Maybe Mary Potter, missing person now found, is one of
Dogman’s daughters. Maybe Dogman took her out to the dark places no sane
person will go and tried to raise his pup. Maybe she was too much to handle,
and when he came into town he decided it was time to give her back. We don’t
know for sure—the girl can’t speak.
“Well Dogman sure can talk just fine,” Terri Carter says with some
heat in her voice, and we hope Anna Carter’s not one of Dogman’s whelps
left behind, but a quick bit of math relieves us of that worry. Old women who
remember Dogman from when they were young and the mill was still open
13
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and there were jobs enough to go around are eager as hell to remind us that
Dogman danced with some of them all night, too, that Dogman’s blood runs in
the veins of this town, like little offshoots of a river. They start naming names,
and we start getting quiet.
And while Dogman leaves us to wonder and concoct our own story of
what happened, Danny Ballard starts tormenting that poor girl, Mary Potter.
Louise Berriman comes in one day by herself and has her usual diet no ice
while she complains long and loud about her little moneymakers. Everybody
knows Louise might not be so bad as far as foster parents go, but she’s in it for
that four-kids-in-home money.
“That boy riles the poor lamb up all damn day,” Louise says. “He
barks at her when she finally calms down, he pulls her hair. And Lord help me,
I’m doing His work, but that girl’s not a bit easy. She pees wherever she sits, so
I can’t let her on the couch, and Charlotte says if I’m gonna keep her I have to
let her sit on the furniture or it’s abuse.”
And let’s say you’re back at the bar and you want to know what Dogman’s daughter is like, because we’ve all just started calling her that naturally.
“Is she really his?” you might ask. If not you, someone, because we all want
to know. But you especially, because it’s only been a couple of weeks but your
breasts hurt like never before and you’re finding that your beer comes right
back up and you’ve started drinking tonic with lime so no one will ask questions.
“Well, who knows, but she’s sure wild like he is. Can’t let her outside
without—and don’t you tell Charlotte this—tying her to the gate or she runs
right back for the woods. Had to have Marcheaux come out and get her inside.
And Danny’s obsessed with Dogman. I caught him out on the trails acting like
he could smell his way into the woods and find him. I swear this isn’t worth it
some days. The boy’s as crazy as his mother.”
You would have been too young to remember Danny’s mom well when
she was around, but you look a bit like her—well so do most of the women
Dogman likes to dance with. Rita Ballard in particular looked like the younger
version of the older women Dogman used to be sweet to in these seven-year
14
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summers. Lips, red like a bow, and those strange yellow eyes. He might not
dance with just one woman, but he spent more time with her than any. But no
one talked about after she left, so you might not know to ask if Danny’s one of
Dogman’s boys. You might not look at that dark wavy hair and see something
familiar. But the rest of us do. And if Danny is Dogman’s boy, does he know it?
If he does, maybe he’s just being mean to his sister like a normal shoplifting,
fire-setting little shit?
Or he might be bug-fuck crazy and bound for prison someday himself.
Regardless, Dogman hasn’t been around and you’re not the only girl from the
week before Mary Potter was found to be feeling a bit green around the edges,
a bit tender-fleshed. And none of you girls probably want to think your future
might involve a Danny or a Mary. But even given the dark earth, transient nature of the whole damn thing, you’re probably starting to wonder what the hell
you’re going to do. What were you thinking, you might ask yourself while you
look in the dingy mirror of the bar bathroom.
Things are mostly settled a week or so later when Dogman comes to
town for a drink. He slaps a couple twenties down on the bar and says, “I won’t
be back after this, so give me as much of the stout as you can. Bottles.” Dogman’s beard has grown in full and thick, and his eyes don’t rest any one place.
We don’t know if the red on his shirt is blood or something else, and we ain’t
gonna ask.
People set to whispering, of course, stir right back up to a froth while
he gathers however many, twelve, fourteen in front of him and begins to polish them off. He lines the empties up and doesn’t want them taken away until
they’re done. We watch without saying anything as the hour passes, and Dogman doesn’t seem to be any drunker at the end than he was when he started
until he stands up and turns to look at everyone in the room individually. We
don’t meet the legend’s bloodshot eyes as he sways there for a moment, look on
his face like he’s about to tell us what he thinks of us.
“Thank you,” he says instead, and sets the last bottle down. “Those
were my favorite.” And he gives you (or Jenny Otawnawzhe, with her black
hair and Guns ‘N’ Roses t-shirt) a look and you know this really is the last time,
so you follow him out of the bar without grabbing your purse or saying a word.
15
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Thing is, everyone knows Dogman dances like no other. You might be
able to fit the Bible between his hips and yours, but damn sure it’ll burst into
flames if you try. You’ve never been so good at following the music as you are
in Dogman’s arms. So, we don’t blame you for going, but we shake our heads
all the same. Maybe we say you’re not the brightest girl, but you sure are pretty.
And in the morning, when you’ve not come back for your things, and when
we’ve heard about the commotion out at Louise Berriman’s, we think maybe
you (or Viv Marcheaux, the sheriff’s daughter) had the right of it, because at
least you’ve gone somewhere else.
So you don’t stand outside Louise’s doublewide with us, red and blue
lights strobing against all the beige sheet metal siding in the neighborhood.
You don’t see Pete Cartwright, EMT for all of ten minutes, wheel her out, face
bruised and mouth closed. Whispers about bite marks and scratches start up
right away.
Dogman’s name is a dull roar until Louise tells Marcheaux to find
Danny. “Tried to stop him from taking that poor girl,” she says. Stupid kid tied
himself and poor Mary Potter to the same tree where she was found—drug her
out by her hair and looped a rope around her neck. “‘Using her like bait,’ he
said.”
Dogman didn’t bite though, or claim Danny and take him home to
rear, but Mary Potter’s made her way back into the woods where she wanted to
be in the first place.
Marcheaux and his deputies can’t find her, or you for that matter. Goddamned if the big man hasn’t started drinking again, in uniform no less, down
at the Olde where the jukebox won’t play anything but sad country now, and
our women don’t much feel like dancing anymore. Everyone wants to know if
Dogman is really done with us. Who’s gonna dance our women through the
long, hot seventh summers now?
You’ll have to ask him at the next family reunion, out there in the
woods where the black shadows roll over us, and the pines rise up around us,
and everything smells damp and loamy.
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Angora Mask
Maria Pugnetti
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After Remedios Varo’s Les

feuilles mortes
Heather Madden

In the space of my cross-hatching,
each passage turns archway, turns bird after bird,
winging beyond this season. Here any yarn is yarn
tied loosely against an unseen doorknob.
The shadow body hopes for a good breeze,
a season’s changing, but it’s hope that returns,
plastic: a small ballerina in a box filled with the music
of plucked tin. Her tutu is real and—
like everything else—happening off stage.
Meanwhile, another self, one more suited to story
wears a green dress and the expected cleavage.
She poses three questions: How is this room a memory?
What’s not dead here? What hasn’t unraveled?
The moss varies from green to gray,
the leaves scuttle in, and we wait: two figures
within a sunken garden, the promise of a door.
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After Remedios Varo’s Exploration

of the Sources of the Orinoco River
Heather Madden

1.
During dry seasons, islands accumulate
at the mouth. On another continent, before visas,
we whittled. The remedy was a game in Paris—
an auction pot for bread, or the sweet
paste of nuts and dates, rolled to stave hunger,
wrapped in gold foil—croque-fruits by which we lived
until Mexico, then Venezuela, until the endless
water of the Orinoco, and it’s here, I swear.
This cup of cups begins by overflowing.
2.
Each tree, submerged,
cradles a blackbird in its hollow.
3.
This vehicle, like any body, sings its own arrangement,
and so I am homunculus, bowler hat and linen thread
rigged against my wings.
I’m staid, playing foremast, buttoned up and soldered
shut, a series of lapels, turned origami hood-mobile,
this headless gold-bodied fish, yes, a clitoris!
The water spills around me, compass spinning.
20

The Journey of Lonely Heart
Liz Kellebrew

Lonely Heart awakened one spring morning to an empty bed. She watched the
Rat of Remorse leaving droppings on her bedspread as she remembered how
she’d broken up with Gallant Soul two months ago.
Lonely Heart drank her morning coffee and set out on the Road of
Routine to the Cubicles of Stagnation, where she went five days out of every
week. When five o’ clock came, Lady Insecurity approached her desk, wearing
bright pink lipstick and leopard-print high heels. “Don’t go home alone tonight,” she said. “Everyone thinks you’re so boring.”
So Lonely Heart followed Lady Insecurity to the Pub of Poor Decisions, where a pig named Envy bought her a drink. “True love isn’t real,” Envy
grumbled, “so we may as well be honest with each other. I’m attracted to you
and you’re attracted to me, right? So we may as well get used to this.”
Lonely Heart drank quite a few drinks with Envy, staring into his black
beady eyes and letting her gaze drift to his curly tail. But then Lord Hope appeared, looking dapper in a bowtie and penny loafers.
“Come on, you can do better than that,” he said, winking and pulling
Lonely Heart out of the pub.
But Lord Hope was just as drunk as Lonely Heart, so when they saw
the Club of Sexy Delights just across the street, they both went in and became
enveloped in a fog of Unrealistic Expectations.
Lonely Heart lost sight of Hope in the fog, but her eye was drawn
to the spotlight where the Dragon of Lust undulated on the dance floor, his
red sequined suit gleaming like fire. Lady Insecurity brought her companions,
Lady Rebound and Lady Control Freak, and they linked arms and formed a
circle around Lonely Heart, pushing her into the spotlight with the Dragon of
Lust.
Just then, a Pegasus flew through the fog and dropped a scroll into
Lonely Heart’s hair. Before she could retrieve it, the Dragon of Lust grabbed
it and read it out loud: “Dear Lonely Heart, I’m in the Village of Deepest Despair without you. Please give me another chance. Love, Gallant Soul.”
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The dragon laughed so hard gouts of flame spit out of its mouth, and
Lady Rebound put her finger down her throat.
But Lonely Heart jumped on the Pegasus and dug her heels into its
sides, flying out of the club. Lady Insecurity and Lady Control Freak each
clung to one wing of the Pegasus, trying to steer it away from Gallant Soul.
They had almost made it across the River of Denial when the weight of Insecurity and Control Freak became too much, and they tore the wings off the
Pegasus so it became a mere horse.
Insecurity and Control Freak fell into the River of Denial, but Lonely
Heart and the horse landed on the Bridge of Trust and set out to cross. But
about two-thirds of the way across, the bridge collapsed, and Lonely Heart fell
into the River of Denial and washed up in the Slough of Psychotherapy.
At Lonely Heart’s fifth therapy session, her therapist failed to appear,
and when she opened her bottle of antidepressants, Lord Hope jumped out
like a genie from a lamp.
“Stop feeling sorry for yourself,” he said. “Gallant Soul’s been waiting
for you.” Lord Hope pulled the couch away from the wall to reveal a hidden
door, and when Lonely Heart crawled through she found Gallant Soul on the
other side, unshaven with smudged glasses.
Gallant Soul broke into a smile when he saw Lonely Heart, and Lonely Heart took him to her bed. Her apartment transformed into the Castle of
Companionship, where they lived in harmony until the end of their days.
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Julie the Astonishing

(How She Went to Salisbury Beach the Day Before She Died)
Julia Story

She wanted no cocktail.
No hypodermics on the beach; only one child
tripped her as he chased, with a sucker, a seagull.
She loved children. She preferred to be
where they were not.
She stood outside Eddie’s bar, then in line for fried dough.
The disappearing sun on the water was oily
and not special.
She wanted no karaoke or tarot
as she walked.
She played one game of Ms. Pac Man
and made it to the peach board.
And the mothers were drunk and danced
to the eighties band.
And the skinny girls grew in numbers as they walked,
and their screeches joined the Harleys.
And the tide went out and the feet disappeared.
And she wanted no one.
And she felt her back on the sand.
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Monstress
Julia Story

My face: talking signpost or locked door to a ballroom in a derelict hotel. I walk
alone through the woods to the house of another dead Englishman. There are
families and clots of children exclaiming over a live cat in a bedroom; then
silent but shoulder-to-shoulder, they read about 18th century hair. For all to see
I clonk my head on a tiny doorway, exclaim in American while everyone looks
away. Before there were humans there was darkness: dark swaying, a mist, a
lake of blood, but everything was the lake of blood. And born of the blood
were even creatures like me, who make mothers run from every direction, who
sleep as open-hearted as the newly dead.
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The Window Harvester
Rebecca Harrison

I was a window harvester. They called me a thief. I waited until dark. They
didn’t see me. My footsteps were night sounds. I was shadow shaped. I took
one window at a time. I carried them home and pressed my face to the glass. I
watched old days that weren’t mine.
People filled the empty windows with sheets or boards. Some were just holes.
The winds went in them. Photos and books were swept into the streets. I
stepped round them when I walked. I looked at the pages but I didn’t read the
words. Some houses were just bricks. I felt the walls for old outlines. I made
window shapes on them with my fingers. When I pressed my ear to them, I
heard only brick sounds.
I don’t go to the night streets anymore. I stay with my windows. I watch, over
and over, the days that aren’t mine.
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Ex Reverie
Maria Pugnetti
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A Doe Bride
Front Cover Art

Maria Pugnetti
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Twilit Owl Child
Back Cover Art

Maria Pugnetti
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Dougie Poole
interviewed by Sadie Holliday

Brooklyn-based Doug Poole’s forthcoming EP is a self-reflective
tribute of love to the complicated genre of Country music. Country
music and culture are things that may seem far removed from the
youth culture of today, but Poole manages to adopt the tropes of
the genre to create a melodic, melancholy, and humorous set of
tracks that transports you to a slightly psychedelic desert landscape. His video for “Don’t You Think I’m Funny Anymore”,
directed by Rose Schlossberg, is a quirky portrait of Poole’s embodiment of the Country ethos. Equipped with an almost-Nudie
Suit, a disco ball, green New Balance sneakers, pigtails, and a
green screen, the video and song creates a moseying experience for
the viewer.
- Sadie

photo by Lana Barkin

Sadie: Last October Lucas (aka Jerry Paper) played a
show in Brattleboro and mentioned that you’d gotten
really into country music and started writing country
songs. What spurred this interest, and which artists
were the most influential for you?

Doug: I go through little country phases; every once in a while for a couple of days or so it’ll be
all I listen to. I think I tend to get drawn in by the pedal steel guitar, which is such a spacey and
weird sounding instrument that doesn’t seem to get used too much outside of the genre. And
then also by the storytelling. Probably because I’m from New York, the sounds of the singers’
voices, and the stories that they tell, all sound super exotic to my pampered Yankee ears. Exotic
is maybe a weird word for it, because from what I gather Country music seems to be a really
rigid and backward-looking and traditional industry. So anyways, recently, I’ll get really into it
and then after a few days, some of the destructive implications of all of that tradition and history
start to come into focus and infect the music, and I’ll need to take a step back and try to process
it all for a bit. It’s like there’s this weird stink that follows the word “Country” around, and from
what I can tell, it seems like in a lot of ways it’s really earned that stink for itself. So I guess in
making this stuff, I’m hoping to make something that can incorporate the sounds of Country
music, which I think are simple and beautiful and goofy and lonely and have a huge depth of
feeling, without existing directly in the world of Country music.
I think a lot of those ideas began to fall together in my head when I heard George
Jones’ “Grand Tour” for the first time in an episode of Eastbound and Down this past fall. It’s
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such a funny and miserable song. Waylon Jennings apparently said that if every dude’s voice
sounded exactly like he wanted it to, we’d all sound like George Jones. It’s obviously a major exaggeration, but I do think it might be true for me. In terms of other music that’s strictly Country,
I stick to classic stuff and I don’t have a very deep bench: Emmylou Harris and Dolly Parton and
The Flying Burritos and The Highwaymen (supergroup of Willie Nelson, Johnny Cash, Waylon
Jennings and Kris Kristofferson) and random YouTube videos. Lucinda Williams and Arthur
Russell, Harry Nilsson and some stuff by the Grateful Dead also sometimes scratch that itch.
Sadie: I’m realizing now the first time I ever heard your music was at a show at the Silent Barn
about 2 years ago. Your band Cool World played with Mother Tongue, Jerry Paper, and Tonstartssbandht. It was SICK.
Doug: Yeah, it was very SICK. I think I actually got SICK and barfed that night. It’s a pretty rare
treat to share a bill with so many very deep friends at such a great spot, so I think I got excited
and went a little overboard.
Sadie: Your new song and video for “Don’t You Think I’m Funny Anymore” is a really great
combination of melancholy and seemingly self-aware humor, two things that go hand in hand
in Country music. Can you talk a little about what went into the video, the visuals, the disco ball,
and especially your maroon flower suit?
Doug: I know that when I’m listening to music—or experiencing any kind of art for that matter—it’s pretty hard for me to connect with it in any serious emotional way unless there’s also
something funny about it to me. So I knew pretty early on when I started working on Country
music that I wanted to find my way into a Nudie Suit at some point. They cost thousands n
thousands of dollars though, so when Rose [Schlossberg] and I were preparing for the video I
just picked up a cheap purple suit from this awesome wedding store (Beverly Hills Bridal Inc.) on
Church Avenue near my house, and I painted the flowers on it with this stuff called puffy paint
that I got on eBay.
As for the disco ball: Rose wanted to film me playing a drum thing, and we didn’t have
any drums around, so we grabbed the disco ball. It was just sorta hanging out in my living room.
I’m pretty sure its my roomie Grace’s.
I wanted to kinda just let Rose do her thing with the visuals in the background. I think
all of the concept drawings I sent her are just stick figures in cowboy hats standing in front of
blank backgrounds that say “weird stuff”. I asked her what she was thinking after she was done
editing it, and she said that she was trying to combine the psychedelic/kaleidoscopic visuals from
a Buddhist meditation video with some lonely country scenery.
Sadie: How did you and director Rose Schlossberg come together to make this video?
Doug: A few years ago I saw a super weird installation she did involving some interactive video
and a lot of foil-type stuff. It reminded me at the time of some paintings that Nick Carter—who
plays drums in Cool World—had done, so I went up to her and asked her to do a video for us.
She agreed, and we sent some emails, but the correspondence just sorta petered out—I think I
was living in Providence with Cool World and she was at school in New York, so we just never
got it together. At some point later though I started following her on Instagram, where she posts
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a lot of funny little videos, and so I reached out again
this past spring when I knew I wanted to make a video for this batch of songs.
Sadie: How did the making of this video compare to
your experience making the video for DP Dummer’s
“Treat Me Too Younge” with Canadian filmmakers
Spencer Gilley and Corbin Ordel?
Doug: That video I made with Spencer and Corbin
was super spontaneous. I love thinking about the day
we filmed it, because it’s the first time we ever really hung out, and since then they’ve become my very
dear friends. They were in town to film with Eola and
had an extra day and an underwater camera, so they
asked me if I wanted to go swimming and shoot a
video. I’d never met them before, but I’d seen all the
stuff they’d done for Tonstartssbandht and Michael
Farsky, etc. I’d never met anyone who’d heard my
music before I met them, and I think it caught me off
guard. We were just walking around and hanging out,
but I was really nervous and excited. I think you can
see it on my face.
photo by Yulia Zinshtein
Rose and I planned this new video for a
few weeks before we shot it. We schemed and emailed and traded drawings and went out for
noodles—shooting was still only a day, but it was more of a production. I stayed up the whole
night before making the friggin purple suit and schlepping the couches and shit out of my living
room where we shot it, and when Rose showed up she had a green screen and lights and poles
and bags full of sand. It was a hot day in a brightly lit, windowless room, so it definitely felt like
we were Takin’ Care of Business more than we were Hangin’ Out. I was still really nervous and
excited—I get this feeling of completely losing control of my face when I’m in front of a camera—but I’m older now, so I did some breathing exercises and got a grip.
Sadie: How does being a part of a fairly tight-knit community of musicians and artists along the
east coast affect and influence what you do creatively?
Doug: I think it wasn’t really until I listened to the first Cool World tape (which they put out a
year or so before I joined the band) and the early Tonstartssbandht tapes that I realized that
anyone with a computer or a 4 track can make a great recording. Growing up, I found most
of the music I liked by watching TV, listening to the radio, and buying cd’s at HMV or Sam
Goody—stuff that’s easy to find because it’s made in professional studios and pushed out into
the world by major record companies. So even though people have been making awesome home
recordings forever, Sean, Nick and the White bros. were the first people I knew who were doing
it, and who also happened to be making stuff that was really moving and inspiring to me. Then,
through knowing them and playing with them, I met all these other people—in Montreal and
elsewhere—who were making their own amazing music and videos and stuff, and it made me
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realize that I could do it too.
Also, music isn’t a very important thing in my immediate family—I think they appreciate it as a craft, and as a cool thing that can fill empty air, but I often wonder if the significance of
its magical healing and transformative powers is a little lost on them. So because of that, I think,
being a part of a network of people who are open and supportive and seem to care about what I
make and that I continue making it is one of the major things that motivates me to keep working
when I get stuck, which is very, very often. I feel incredibly lucky and thankful for it. There’s a
weird kind of unconditional love that can grow really quickly when you sleep on a floor next
to someone after a show, or bring their tape on a long car ride, or find their video on Facebook
when you’re feeling lonely, or any other of the infinity ways that creative zones can intersect with
day-to-day life. In my experience, that love is very real and very powerful in terms of the way it
affects what you’re able to do.
Sadie: What are you most excited for with the release of this EP?
Doug: I’m psyched to unload some of these songs from my brain so I can get working on something new. It’s hard for me to let myself shift my attention to new stuff while I’ve got a bunch of
songs that are almost-done or gathering dust. I’m also looking forward to putting some more
work into a live set, and maybe even trying to put a band together. Currently seeking pedal steel
players in New York.
Sadie: Do you plan on doing any touring this year? What else can we all look forward to?
Doug: No big tour plans yet, but I’m hoping to put together some shows in NYC. I recently
started working as an engineer and producer at a newly finished, super nice recording studio in
Bushwick called Mama Coco’s Funky Kitchen. I’ve only had one client so far, but it’s a huge,
well tuned, versatile space, so hopefully working there with other folks’ music will give birth to
some new interesting stuff. I’m also working on some new music with Sean from Cool World that
we’ll hopefully put out soon.

photo by Yulia Zinshtein
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Simeon Berry lives in Somerville, Massachusetts. He has been an Associate Editor

for Ploughshares and received a Massachusetts Cultural Council Individual Artist Grant.
His first book, Ampersand Revisited (Fence Books), won the 2013 National Poetry Series,
and his second book, Monograph (University of Georgia Press), won the 2014 National
Poetry Series.

Rebecca Harrison sneezes like Donald Duck and can be summoned by a cake signal

in the sky. Her best friend is a dog who can count. She’s been nominated for Best of
the Net, and was a finalist in the first Wyvern Lit flash fiction contest. Her stories can
also be read at Third Point Press, The Story Shack, Literary Orphans, Maudlin House, Axolotl
Magazine, and elsewhere.

Liz Kellebrew’s work has been published in Section 8 Magazine, The Pitkin Review, and
Beyond Parallax, and she holds an MFA in Creative Writing from Goddard College.
Ani King has work forthcoming at Strange Horizons and Freeze Frame Fiction, and she has

been published at Rose Red Review, theEEEL, and in Spark Anthology. She’s an IT support
manager in Lansing, MI and awfully fond of good bourbon. Ani can be found at thebittenlip.com.

Heather Madden’s poetry has been supported by the St. Botolph Club Foundation
and the Somerville, MA Arts Council. Her work has appeared in Solstice, Salamander, Mid-American Review, and Massachusetts Review, among other journals. She holds an
MFA in poetry from Indiana University and teaches creative writing in the School of
Interdisciplinary Arts at Hampshire College. She lives in Chesterfield, New Hampshire, with her husband, two dogs, and a tomcat named Fergus.

Dougie Poole makes countryish music.
Maria Pugnetti is an inter-media artist who primarily works with fiber, pigment,
lights, sound and digital media. She has a Fine Arts Degree in Painting, and she pri33
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marily works as a freelance light designer, graphic designer, and show creator. In her
own theatrical performances she incorporates music, video projection, and shadow
puppetry into unique, handcrafted scenic worlds. Maria co-produced a multimedia
musical theater production, The Mabel Story, and co founded an ensemble theater company called Firekeeper Productions. Her more notable graphic design projects include
Album Art for Mariee Sioux’s Faces in the Rocks, and Gudrid Hansdottir’s Beyond the Grey.

Monique Quintana is an MFA candidate in Fresno State’s Creative Writing Program,
where she writes and studies fiction. She is the editor-in-chief of the forthcoming online magazine Razorhouse, and associate fiction editor of The Normal School Online. Her
fiction and poetry has appeared in The Ramstale, Flies, Cockroaches, and Poets, and Bordersenses. She teaches beginning fiction and serves as president of the Chicano Writers
and Artists Association (CWAA), a student organization founded in 1991 by Andés
Montoya and Daniel Chacón to diversify and politicize the creative community in
California’s Central Valley.
Julia Story is the author of Post Moxie (Sarabande Books), winner of the Ploughshares

2010 John C. Zacharis First Book Award. Her recent work can be read at Sixth Finch,
Salamander, and Pangyrus. She is from Indiana and now lives in Somerville, Massachusetts and Dorset, England.
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As we set out to transform Mount Island into a big bad arts collective (see Editor’s
Note), we’d like to thank all of our...
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Robert D. Vivian

Mount Island No.2
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Mick Cormack
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Rachael Daum
Georgie Delgado
Eliza Donothing
Jonathan Louis Duckworth
Jennifer Hu
Adam Hughes
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John Mortara
Peter Nichols
Cameron Price
Molly Riverstone
Scott Smith
Robert Vivian
Erik Wennermark

A working Mission Statement for our
coming arts collective,

Menage

As a nonprofit arts collective, Menage works to facilitate equitable, cooperative, critically informed and socially active creative communities,
and to support the viability of the arts as a means of working, living, and
resisting.
In a lockdown world of manufactured crisis and alienation, it
comes as no surprise that the arts are so often perceived as detached
from the real world, as the special reserve of some mysterious “creativity”, or as downright impractical, even superfluous. After all, art has the
power to subvert the contents of our lives, to expose and reshape the
narratives that bind this world. It’s in the interest of those who benefit
from injustice, then, to leash that power to institutions that reward uncritical reflection and sentimentalized otherness; to depoliticized curriculums that isolate art from other disciplines; and to the myth of the artist
as either VIP Tastemaker or Eccentric Lost Cause.
When artists wield their work as tools in the struggle for a better, more just world,
they honor the crucially, imaginatively human root of art itself.
At Menage we share and celebrate skillful, critical art, and we labor to
cultivate its most necessary powers: to connect and invigorate communities, to interrogate and educate, and to join the people in gnawing at
what binds us until, one day, it breaks.

To learn more, support, or get involved...

Contact:
dspeeples@gmail.com (Editor)
- or mtislandeditors@gmail.com
We’ll share continuous updates on the progress of this transition through
our social media accounts, our blog, and our newsletter. Visit our website to find each of these: www.mountisland.com.
Direct donations in support of this project can be sent to Mount
Island’s PayPal account:
mtislandeditors@gmail.com

